Model
A Family Media Plan Guide For
0-6 Year Old Children

Screen Time
YES

Does your child own
their own device?

NO

How much time do they spend on
their devices?

The American Academy of Pediatrics
recommends no screen time under 18
YES
months and limited video chats and
interactive touch screens from 18
months to 2 years old. There are not
specific screen time recommendations
for other ages

Are screens interfering
with family or other social
time?

Is the device interfering
with social or language
development?

YES

The first 3 years of life is the most
intensive period of developing speech and
language skills according to the National
Institutes of Health. Screens can get in the
way of this development and should be
very limited the first three years of life

YES
Sharing a device can keep young children
safe since you can see what they’re doing.
However, it can also mean that children are
accidentally exposed to inappropriate
content. If you share a device with your
child make sure your history/cache is
cleared and that you have parental settings
on content they can access.

NO

NO

Devices are wonderful ways to connect young
children with far away friends and relatives.
They can also be a tool for learning although
make sure to read the reviews and
recommendations because app ratings are
determined by the developer, not an unbiased
educator. Media can also be a way for parent
and child to bond. Point out things you see on
screens; ask your child questions. At these
ages screens should be limited and
interactive.

Do they share a device with
a friend of family member?

NO

Screen-Free
Areas & Times
What areas of your home are screens
not allowed? Select below:
Kitchen table
Living room
Bedrooms

What time of the day do screens and mobile
devices get turned off? Select below:
Two hours before bed
One hour before bed
Right before bed

Social and emotional development is
crucial at these ages. Your child models
your behavior. They need opportunities to
interact with you. Try to keep screens
away from areas of family conversation,
particularly the kitchen table.

NO
YES

Do you have screen free
times at meals?

Screens can interfere with sleep. The
American Academy of Pediatrics
recommends: Infants 4 months to one
year: 12-16 hours a day Children 1-2 years
should sleep 11 to 14 hours a day Children
3-5 years should sleep 10-13 hours a day
Children 6-12 years should sleep 9-12
hours a day They also recommend
screens be turned off at least half an hour
before bed.

Media
Consumption
When you and your child have recreational screen
time you (check any of the below):
Watch media with your child
Play together with apps or video games
Video chat with friends or relatives

If none, what is one that you are or could be doing now?

Children learn better from media
when they share the experience
with an adult. Watching and
playing together can help you stay
connected with your child, and
helps keep them safe.

Digital citizenship
Digital citizenship is the ethical and responsible use of technology. Here are
some digital citizenship rules for teens: (check any of the rules you follow in
your own home)
Limit screen time
Ask a parent or caregiver permission to use their device
Ask a parent or caregiver to chat or play an online game
Turn off devices at least 30 minutes before bed
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